
JESUS FREAK: YOUR FAITH JOURNEYJESUS FREAK: YOUR FAITH JOURNEYJESUS FREAK: YOUR FAITH JOURNEYJESUS FREAK: YOUR FAITH JOURNEY    

This is, at its core, a testimony class. But unlike the This is, at its core, a testimony class. But unlike the This is, at its core, a testimony class. But unlike the This is, at its core, a testimony class. But unlike the 
first one did a few years ago, which was basically first one did a few years ago, which was basically first one did a few years ago, which was basically first one did a few years ago, which was basically 
teaching you how to “write out” your testimony, this teaching you how to “write out” your testimony, this teaching you how to “write out” your testimony, this teaching you how to “write out” your testimony, this 
one is way deeper, richer and more involved in who one is way deeper, richer and more involved in who one is way deeper, richer and more involved in who one is way deeper, richer and more involved in who 
you are, every day. The way you talk to people, the you are, every day. The way you talk to people, the you are, every day. The way you talk to people, the you are, every day. The way you talk to people, the 
things you talk about, the people you talk to. It takes things you talk about, the people you talk to. It takes things you talk about, the people you talk to. It takes things you talk about, the people you talk to. It takes 
a look at what the word “Testimony” really means, as a look at what the word “Testimony” really means, as a look at what the word “Testimony” really means, as a look at what the word “Testimony” really means, as 
opposed to what “Churchianty” says its supposed to opposed to what “Churchianty” says its supposed to opposed to what “Churchianty” says its supposed to opposed to what “Churchianty” says its supposed to 
be. You will find that you “offer” your testimony on a be. You will find that you “offer” your testimony on a be. You will find that you “offer” your testimony on a be. You will find that you “offer” your testimony on a 
daily basis, without even realizing your doing it, and daily basis, without even realizing your doing it, and daily basis, without even realizing your doing it, and daily basis, without even realizing your doing it, and 
once you get a hold of that little revelation, its gonna once you get a hold of that little revelation, its gonna once you get a hold of that little revelation, its gonna once you get a hold of that little revelation, its gonna 
open lots of cool new doors to how you share your open lots of cool new doors to how you share your open lots of cool new doors to how you share your open lots of cool new doors to how you share your 
faith, your journey with Jesus and even your desire to faith, your journey with Jesus and even your desire to faith, your journey with Jesus and even your desire to faith, your journey with Jesus and even your desire to 
“tell” your story to unsaved people without feeling “tell” your story to unsaved people without feeling “tell” your story to unsaved people without feeling “tell” your story to unsaved people without feeling 
terrified or  unqualified to be “evangelizing”.terrified or  unqualified to be “evangelizing”.terrified or  unqualified to be “evangelizing”.terrified or  unqualified to be “evangelizing”.    

Its such a simple idea, its been right there in front of Its such a simple idea, its been right there in front of Its such a simple idea, its been right there in front of Its such a simple idea, its been right there in front of 
us for the last 2000 years, but sometimes man has a us for the last 2000 years, but sometimes man has a us for the last 2000 years, but sometimes man has a us for the last 2000 years, but sometimes man has a 
way of over thinking things to the point that they are way of over thinking things to the point that they are way of over thinking things to the point that they are way of over thinking things to the point that they are 
just too complicated and get put away somewhere. just too complicated and get put away somewhere. just too complicated and get put away somewhere. just too complicated and get put away somewhere. 
We’re gonna change all that in 2015…...stay tunedWe’re gonna change all that in 2015…...stay tunedWe’re gonna change all that in 2015…...stay tunedWe’re gonna change all that in 2015…...stay tuned    

WE  S URV I V ED  2 0 1 4 ,  T HWE  S URV I V ED  2 0 1 4 ,  T HWE  S URV I V ED  2 0 1 4 ,  T HWE  S URV I V ED  2 0 1 4 ,  T H ANK  YOU  J E S U SANK  YOU  J E S U SANK  YOU  J E S U SANK  YOU  J E S U S     
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 JAN. 2015 JAN. 2015 JAN. 2015 JAN. 2015    

SINNERS WELCOME 

      VOLUME 6   ISSUE 1      VOLUME 6   ISSUE 1      VOLUME 6   ISSUE 1      VOLUME 6   ISSUE 1    

         GOD: THE ULTIMATE BIKE BUILDER 

New cool things comingNew cool things comingNew cool things comingNew cool things coming    

BIBLE STUDY CLASS: DIGGING FOR TREASUREBIBLE STUDY CLASS: DIGGING FOR TREASUREBIBLE STUDY CLASS: DIGGING FOR TREASUREBIBLE STUDY CLASS: DIGGING FOR TREASURE    

This one’s gonna be a cool “how to” class that will take This one’s gonna be a cool “how to” class that will take This one’s gonna be a cool “how to” class that will take This one’s gonna be a cool “how to” class that will take 
you from  basic reading of daily devotionals, like “Our you from  basic reading of daily devotionals, like “Our you from  basic reading of daily devotionals, like “Our you from  basic reading of daily devotionals, like “Our 
Daily Bread”, to more involved ones like “Charles Daily Bread”, to more involved ones like “Charles Daily Bread”, to more involved ones like “Charles Daily Bread”, to more involved ones like “Charles 
Spurgeon”, and how to meditate on what you’ve read. Spurgeon”, and how to meditate on what you’ve read. Spurgeon”, and how to meditate on what you’ve read. Spurgeon”, and how to meditate on what you’ve read. 
Then we’ll move onto using Bible references and various Then we’ll move onto using Bible references and various Then we’ll move onto using Bible references and various Then we’ll move onto using Bible references and various 
Study Bibles and versions to compare and search for Study Bibles and versions to compare and search for Study Bibles and versions to compare and search for Study Bibles and versions to compare and search for 
cool hidden treasures. How to choose and use a multi-cool hidden treasures. How to choose and use a multi-cool hidden treasures. How to choose and use a multi-cool hidden treasures. How to choose and use a multi-
tude of commentaries and Bible Book/subject specific tude of commentaries and Bible Book/subject specific tude of commentaries and Bible Book/subject specific tude of commentaries and Bible Book/subject specific 
study guides, to open up more avenues of understand-study guides, to open up more avenues of understand-study guides, to open up more avenues of understand-study guides, to open up more avenues of understand-
ing. We will even get into “Word Searches” that will take ing. We will even get into “Word Searches” that will take ing. We will even get into “Word Searches” that will take ing. We will even get into “Word Searches” that will take 
you from one end of the Bible to the other, incorporate you from one end of the Bible to the other, incorporate you from one end of the Bible to the other, incorporate you from one end of the Bible to the other, incorporate 
Greek lexicons,  Strong’s concordances, and Hebrew tra-Greek lexicons,  Strong’s concordances, and Hebrew tra-Greek lexicons,  Strong’s concordances, and Hebrew tra-Greek lexicons,  Strong’s concordances, and Hebrew tra-
dition, to bring a whole new light and life into whatever dition, to bring a whole new light and life into whatever dition, to bring a whole new light and life into whatever dition, to bring a whole new light and life into whatever 
your studying in Dad’s Word. your studying in Dad’s Word. your studying in Dad’s Word. your studying in Dad’s Word.     

By the time we get through the class, you will have a By the time we get through the class, you will have a By the time we get through the class, you will have a By the time we get through the class, you will have a 
whole new appreciation for all the amazing levels of whole new appreciation for all the amazing levels of whole new appreciation for all the amazing levels of whole new appreciation for all the amazing levels of 
study  at your fingertips, and all the awesome tools  avail-study  at your fingertips, and all the awesome tools  avail-study  at your fingertips, and all the awesome tools  avail-study  at your fingertips, and all the awesome tools  avail-
able to you to dig deeper into Dad’s Word than you ever able to you to dig deeper into Dad’s Word than you ever able to you to dig deeper into Dad’s Word than you ever able to you to dig deeper into Dad’s Word than you ever 
thought possible. The best part of all, its not like going to thought possible. The best part of all, its not like going to thought possible. The best part of all, its not like going to thought possible. The best part of all, its not like going to 
school, it’s FUN, and it keeps getting better...school, it’s FUN, and it keeps getting better...school, it’s FUN, and it keeps getting better...school, it’s FUN, and it keeps getting better...    

Yep, We’ll be jumping off next spring with another round of the awesome T.U.B.B. Class.     

Its so cool watching everyone find out all the groovy things about themselves that make 

them uniquely, well “them”.  Dad has such a great sense of humor, but an even more amaz-

ing way of giving us just the right “Spiritual Gifts” we need to excel in whatever ministry He 

has called us to. The problem is, it’s hard sometimes to figure out what that “calling” is, so 

you end up jumping in and out of ministries, getting all bummed out, feeling like you’ll just 

never find your place in the Kingdom. Well stress no more!! The T.U.B.B. class is specifically 

designed to help you find your Spiritual Gifts, your personality type, where you would best 

fit in to serve, and a whole lot more. At the end of the class, all the ministry leaders are on 

hand to meet with you and talk about ministries that are needing your special Gifts…...cool 



 LOOKING BACK AT 2014 
2014 was an incredible year of growth, both as a family and spiritually. We saw 

some difficult times that brought the very best out of our amazing family. How 

selflessly they gave of themselves and time, to bring some love into peoples 

lives that were struggling a little. We saw the birth of The Busted Knuckles Min-

istry, that has blossomed into a huge part of the Roadhouse line up. Trish and 

the gang keep bringing new and exciting things, along with the Restoration Min-

istry to keep our beloved family happy, healthy and moving in the direction Dad 

wants ’em to be going. It’s a whole new twist on recovery, that is fun and 100% 

rooted in Dad’s Word, in fact it’s being written as they go, He is totally leading 

this awesome ministry, and it’s so cool to watch Him do His thing, with such 

willing vessels at the helm, with much more to come in the next year. 

We had a blast going through the marathon Heaven Study, like 19 weeks of it, 

with not even one complaint, Praise the Lord!! Dad showed us things that I had 

never even considered about our Eternal Home, It was amazing for sure. We 

walked through the Fruits of the Spirit and just like the Heaven Study, found 

out that there was a whole lot more to walking in faith, than just wearing a cool 

T-shirt and showing up to church twice a week.  

We have been moving through the Book of John for a pretty long time now, and 

He ALWAYS trips me out when He lines something up in the study for the night 

with something we are all going through, right down to the day. His Holy Spirit is 

never far from us, and I think that’s His cool way of reminding us, we’re not 

alone in this journey. The Volunteer Dinner was packed with nearly 90 folks, 

that pretty much means just about everyone in the church is serving Dad 

somewhere. That, my friends is what Dad was talking about in the book of Acts. 

Another Annual Tombstone Run was off the hook cool, even more folk’s made 

the 500 mile trip and had the times of their lives, and everyone made it back in 

one piece. 2014 was a good year, and its all because of you!!! 



LOOKING BACK AT 2014 AND FORWARD TO 2015 

2015 has everything from last year, but a grip of new stuff coming at ya as well. 

We are working on a grip of cool “classes” to check out all year long. Some, like 

the Anger Management class from Busted Knuckles, and some like the 

T.U.B.B. class brought to you through the pastoral ministry. But dont think 

that’s all we’ll be doing, oh no. Weez a motorsickle riding church, we have 

some big ideas in the works, Like Home Dinner rides, taking a nice long putt 

around the beautiful mountains and ending up at someones home for dinner. 

Dont panic if you dont have a scooter, you cagers are always welcome to roll 

right along with us, as usual. We’ll be plugged in even more with Quaid H.D. 

and a long list of events they have planned, to roll the Mighty Battle Wagon out 

to, and bring our unique style of “Sharing Jesus” with anyone that steps up to 

the booth, with some good old fashion kindness to the powerful prayer team 

that lets the “Light Shine” bright for ‘em all to see.  

Of course, we are already in the planning stages of the 9th Annual Ray “Eagle” 

Ramirez Memorial Run, and this one is looking like its gonna be the biggest 

one yet. Dad saw fit to bless us early with an Honoree, so we can get the 

wheels turning. We secured the 2015 H.D. Low Rider 103” that will be rolling 

home with some lucky winner. It’s the first year we went with a Big Twin, and 

we’re already getting requests for tickets, that we haven’t even made yet.         

Yep, I can feel it in my bones that 2015 is looking like another stellar year at 

the Roadhouse, and it always comes down to same thing: Our Loving, Powerful 

God.  Our Beautiful, Forgiving, Life Sustaining Savior, and the Ever Present, 

Leading, Teaching, Guiding Force of The Holy Spirit that has always been here 

and always will be.  

As long as we keep our eyes on all three, there’s no limit to where Dad will take 

this church in 2015. But I know this much, it’s gonna be AWESOME…as usual. 



Biker Church—Saturday 7:00pm 

Biker Bible Study– Tuesday 7:00pm 

Spoke N Word –1st Sat. of every month 

Busted Knuckles — 6:30pm Wednesday 

Men’s Fellowship—7:00pm 2nd Friday 

Women’s Fellowship– 7:00 pm 2nd Friday 

Resolutions, ain't they a pain? We all got some-Resolutions, ain't they a pain? We all got some-Resolutions, ain't they a pain? We all got some-Resolutions, ain't they a pain? We all got some-
thing we want to achieve but 90% of the time we thing we want to achieve but 90% of the time we thing we want to achieve but 90% of the time we thing we want to achieve but 90% of the time we 

never do. "I will go to the gym at least 3 times a week" never do. "I will go to the gym at least 3 times a week" never do. "I will go to the gym at least 3 times a week" never do. "I will go to the gym at least 3 times a week" 
or "I will eat better by not going to any fast food res-or "I will eat better by not going to any fast food res-or "I will eat better by not going to any fast food res-or "I will eat better by not going to any fast food res-
taurants." I don't know about you but those are quite taurants." I don't know about you but those are quite taurants." I don't know about you but those are quite taurants." I don't know about you but those are quite 
unrealistic. I ain't gonna wake up each day and not go to a fast food unrealistic. I ain't gonna wake up each day and not go to a fast food unrealistic. I ain't gonna wake up each day and not go to a fast food unrealistic. I ain't gonna wake up each day and not go to a fast food 
restaurant, I don't got time to make meals at home and run to the restaurant, I don't got time to make meals at home and run to the restaurant, I don't got time to make meals at home and run to the restaurant, I don't got time to make meals at home and run to the 
gym to work out 3 times a week! I got stuff to do and I'm sure y'all do gym to work out 3 times a week! I got stuff to do and I'm sure y'all do gym to work out 3 times a week! I got stuff to do and I'm sure y'all do gym to work out 3 times a week! I got stuff to do and I'm sure y'all do 
too. so here is the deal (pickle). Make a resolution practical, prefera-too. so here is the deal (pickle). Make a resolution practical, prefera-too. so here is the deal (pickle). Make a resolution practical, prefera-too. so here is the deal (pickle). Make a resolution practical, prefera-
bly one that has to do with God. After all ain't he blessed us with bly one that has to do with God. After all ain't he blessed us with bly one that has to do with God. After all ain't he blessed us with bly one that has to do with God. After all ain't he blessed us with 
lots? My resolution is to commit to my bible study. what's y'all's lots? My resolution is to commit to my bible study. what's y'all's lots? My resolution is to commit to my bible study. what's y'all's lots? My resolution is to commit to my bible study. what's y'all's 
gonna be? gonna be? gonna be? gonna be?     

Keep your knees in the breeze!!Keep your knees in the breeze!!Keep your knees in the breeze!!Keep your knees in the breeze!!    

T H E  R A C E  I S  J U S T  G E T T I N G  S T A R T E D  

R E A C H I N G  A  L O S T  A N D  B R O K E N  W O R L D  

          O N E  B I K E R  A T  A  T I M E .  

WWW.ROADHOUSEBIKERCHURCH.ORG 

A Word from Pastor Denver…..A Word from Pastor Denver…..A Word from Pastor Denver…..A Word from Pastor Denver…..    

Check out: Psalm 65:11      You crown the year with your bounty, and your carts overflow with abundanceYou crown the year with your bounty, and your carts overflow with abundanceYou crown the year with your bounty, and your carts overflow with abundanceYou crown the year with your bounty, and your carts overflow with abundance. Oh 
yeah, this year has had its share of wild and crazy rides for sure, but when you sit back, take a deep breath and just reflect 
on everything that has come to pass, you gotta see that we truly have not just “made” it through another year, but we “grew” 
a lot as well. Its so easy to zero in on the things we lost or struggles that beat us up, but when you stop and give it all an hon-
est “look see”, there are far more beautiful, powerful and down right “Praise worthy” moments that have been poured out 
like rain. Lets take a minute and give thanks for all the LOVE Dad poured out on us, and love Him back…………..…...KYEOJKYEOJKYEOJKYEOJ 

You Don’t Say...You Don’t Say...You Don’t Say...You Don’t Say...by Shelby Paulsenby Shelby Paulsenby Shelby Paulsenby Shelby Paulsen    

The Finish The Race Logo is another 

one of the Ruben Lopez works of art. 

He has an amazing gift of taking 

whats rattlin’ around my brain and 

putting it on paper. It couldn’t have 

come at a better time, as we’re wrap-

ping’ up 2014 and divin’ head first 

into 2015. Just to be clear, the “Race” 

aint over until the Trumpet blows, and 

even then we still have some work to 

do, with the King. Then the “Rat” race 

of this messed up, mixed up, twisted 

up world will forever be over. I got big 

plans for my future. I Got saved, yes 

siree, I’m gonna live for Eternity, I play 

safe for you and me, Yes, I GOT SAVED!!...sounds like a cool 

song maybe, hmm.  

Anyhow, We did see some troubling times in 2014, but all in 

all we made it through as a family, as it should be. 2015 is 

already shaping up to be a strong year at the Roadhouse, a 

lot of cool Rides already being planned, tons of fun events  

courtesy of the Busted Knuckles people, 

and a long awesome list of bands that 

will be burning down the RBC stage at 

Spoke N Word, Not to mention, even 

more moving “life” stories from our very 

own “Roadhouse Freakshow”. Truth be 

told, the race is just getting started, we all 

celebrated 5 years as a church, which is 

phenomenal to me. Turns out the detrac-

tors were all wrong, we made it after all. 

Good thing I tend to listen to what Dad 

wants, rather than a few nay-sayers, 

right?. Let’s all take some time to grab a 

handful of Seed Cards, and share our 

cool little church with some lost folks out 

there, and show ‘em what real love is all about. I’d like to take a 

few lines to tell you all how proud I am of you, I have watched 

you grow and fall more in love with Dad’s Word than ever before. 

There’s no other church I’d rather be pastor at, than right here 

with you beautiful folks, and I’m excited about what Dad has for 

us in 2015.  Keep your eyes on Jesus…well you know the rest. 


